
Greenlight Planet’s Sun King™ Pro AN defines the industry’s gold standard 
in a�ordable solar-powered lanterns with a 360-degree tilt and mobile 
device charging capability.  Sun King™ Pro AN features long lasting (five 
years of daily performance) Lithium Ferro-Phosphate (LFP) batteries, phone 
charging capacity, and a leading level of brightness, in the industry.  
Measured at 100 lumens, Sun King™ Pro AN provides an ample amount of 
light when you need it most.  The Sun King™ Pro AN is an ideal home or 
travel accessory, that provides up to 45 hours of light per day of charge*.

Transformative products by Greenlight Planet Inc. USA  //  www.greenlightplanet.com • sales@greenlightplanet.com

UNBEATABLE SOLAR PANEL DURABILITY

Unlike other products in its price range, Sun King™ Pro AN uses a 
detachable solar panel with a repairable junction box and a 16 feet cable. 
The 2.7 watt, aluminum-framed, industrial-grade glass protected, solar 
panel is far more durable than alternatives based on polycarbonate or 
epoxy encapsulation- both of which degrade quickly in harsh 
environments.   
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*Conditions apply for normal use in optimal scenarios

        

 

LIGHT RUNTIME AFTER ONE SUNNY DAY OF SOLAR CHARGING

Low Power Mode  17 lumens  45 hours  *22 hours

Normal Mode  50 lumens 16 hours  *08 hours

Turbo Mode  120 lumens 08 hours  *04 hours
*after charging a typical mobile phone

REVOLUTIONARY BATTERIES

Sun King™ Pro AN uses a revolutionary Lithium 
Ferro-Phosphate (LFP) battery.  E�cient, stable and ultra 
long-lasting, LFP is far superior to even Lithium-Ion 
batteries (which themselves outperformed the old NiMH, 
NiCad and lead-acid batteries) making it a leader in the 
solar light industry.   
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INNOVATIVE CHARGING FEEDBACK

Poor charge performance, due to improper panel placement remains the 
biggest source of disappointment, for solar home lighting customers.  
When users charge the Sun King™ Pro AN, the LED meter indicates the 
solar charging power instantly on a scale of 1 to 5.  This allows even solar 
newbies to easily understand and optimize panel placement, becoming 
masters of their technology.  This feature drastically improves user 
satisfaction.



SAMPLES & INQUIRIES: We need your help to make the world’s best solar home lights available to families all over the world.
For evaluation samples & partnership inquiries, please contact our team: sales@greenlightplanet.com or call: +1 888 573 5592    

ENERGY EVERYONE CAN AFFORD

BREAKTHROUGH DURABILITY

Drop it, stomp it or splash it.  From its water-sealed, 
nearly unbreakable polycarbonate shell, to its dust 
cover-protected charging ports, to its industrial-grade, 
aluminum-framed solar panel and durable steel stand, 
Sun King™ Pro AN is built to last in tough environments. 
Its longer-lasting, quality-tested components set the 
gold standard for product lifetime.

REAL-TIME LED DISPLAY

Sun King™ Pro AN’s LED meter displays the amount of 
battery power remaining in an easy to read standard 
battery indicator.

SUN KING™ PRO AN TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Digital LED meter displays battery power
remaining 

Battery Indicator

Digital LED meter displays charging
e�ectiveness on a scale of 1 to 5, to
help optimize solar panel placement 

Solar Charge Indicator

Battery management technology
automatically switches to low-power 
mode when battery is running
low, yielding additional hours of light   

Power Control

Power LED with 120 lumens total flux 
(160 lumens per watt)

LED

2800 mAh, 3.3 volt
Lithium Ferro-Phosphate (LFP) battery 

Battery

2.7W, 4.9 volt polycrystalline panel
with aluminum frame and 5 meter wire 

Solar Panel

Polycarbonate & ABS IP64 rated,
water-resistant enclosure

Enclosure

PRO

SMART USB PHONE & DEVICE CHARGER

Sun King™ Pro AN is equipped with a universal, 5.5 volt 
USB phone port and a large capacity charging battery 
enabling users to charge their phone or USB-powered 
device day or night (lamp to phone).  Equipped with 
several phone adapters, users can charge nearly any type 
of mobile device.

HAPPY USERS AROUND THE WORLD

Present in 40+ countries, the Sun King™ family of products addresses 
immediate needs of adventure lovers around the world.  High production 
quality and attention to durability ensures that Sun King™ customers can 
enjoy reliable performance for years and years.  Around the world, the Sun 
King™ family strives to create an environment that empowers users to reach 
their potential and grow into happier, healthier and more productive 
people.  #GreenlightPlanet  


